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VitiFerm BIO Sauvage
Organic oenological yeast that gives “clean spontaneous” 
fermentation characters for white, red and rosé wines

VitiFerm BIO Sauvage is a pure wild fermentation yeast of the species Saccharomyces uvarum, which has been carefully selected from 
a completely organic habitat in the Southern Hemisphere. In the selection process, special attention was given to select a strain with 
special properties in order to ferment both white and red wines. 

The flavour spectrum is significantly different to any standard yeast and is similar to a “clean spontaneous” fermentation 
profile.

Varietal Recommendations

Sauvignon Blanc, Chardonnay, Pinot Gris, Pinot Blanc, Viognier, 
Rosé, Pinot Noir, Tempranillo +++ 

Properties

• Combines flavour diversity of Non-Saccharomyces yeast 
with fermentation security of Saccharomyces yeasts.

• Diverse flavour spectrum similar to that of a “clean 
spontaneous” fermentation.

• Gives the palate weight and texture of a “wild ferment”.

• Emphasises in an ideal way the terroir character in every 
white or red wine.

• Low nutrient consumption and good alcohol tolerance.

• Low SO2 formation, ideal for the following MLF, perfect 
synergy to MLF cultures.

Required Base Parameters in Juice

Max. alcohol tolerance: 16 vol.% 
Max. sugar level: 28ºBrix
Optimum fermentation temp: 16-32ºC 
Min. recommended YAN: > 140 ppm
NTU level: > 70 NTU

Highly Compatible with MLF Bacteria

Due to an extremely low SO2 production of this strain during 
fermentation, VitiFerm BIO Sauvage is an excellent natural 
tool to secure a safe and reliable malolactic fermentation. 

To obtain maximum security and functionality of the malo-
lactic fermentation, we recommend our starter cultures: 
MaloBacti CN1, HF2 and AF3.
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VitiFerm BIO Sauvage shows a classic “spontaneous” 
fermentation curve compared to the conventional reference 
strain, sugar dryness is achieved only 3 days later.


